
Have Music Will Travel 
Despite COVID-19 travel restrictions in place, and stay-at-home advice 
adhered to I have a way of travelling the world unhindered thanks to my 
trusty Apple laptop computer. 

A project, to research material for a music video, had me traveling in 
Morocco of all places, with virtual transport, provided by my web browser. I 
had an enjoyable time visiting Marrakech, Fez, Meknes, Casablanca and 
Rabat, among other places. My brain was stimulated to overflowing with 
colours, sights, shapes, sounds and smells. Well, maybe not the full 
intensity of the smells exactly — but imagination is a clever thing! 

My journey started with Apple’s GarageBand application and the choice of 
an Indian tabla loop. The sonorous tones and rhythmic beat prompted the 
choice of complementary loops and once the sequence and rhythms were 
adjusted to my liking my arrangement ended up sounding rather Celtic. 
Once the music was fully developed I needed to capture it’s essence 
visually and this is how I came to be a virtual traveller in north-west Africa. 
The music conjured an image of camels, with their decorative saddle 
blankets fringed with tassels; their traditional harness and trappings 
jingling, as they walked along with a measured, swaying gait carrying their 
heavy burdens. 

Google images quickly led me from camels to deserts; to the mighty Sahara 
with pockets of lush green oases. This led me to the various oases scattered 
around the world. The colours and shapes of some are quite exquisite. Most 
of these places I didn't know existed and will never be able to afford to see 
as a real-life traveller. Google finally took me to Morocco’s sweeping red 
sand dunes which is where my animated movie, 'Oasis', began. 
  
More ideas for the movie came from wandering around Moroccan markets. 
I saw an amazing array of carpets and homeware with intricate traditional 
designs. There were stalls with an abundance of fresh, colourful vegetables 
that caught my eye. And over the meat stalls hung carcasses of whole 
sheep and goats — sometimes just the heads were displayed for sale (an 



image too gory to use in my movie). Huge open sacks and baskets of warm-
coloured spices were displayed, ready to blend and use in Moroccan 
curries, to be slow-cooked in tagines with eye-catching designs. And  
sparkling glasses of traditional Moroccan mint tea, that looked delightfully 
refreshing, were also captured a stored in my folder of images that I 
planned to use. 

I visited tourist sites and marvelled at the beauty of palaces where the 
architectural detail and intricate decorative designs of the the arches, 
doors and wall-tiles keep ancient history alive. Travelling into cities, like 
old Marrakech and Fez, I wandered down narrow cobbled streets. and 
interesting little alley ways, lined with ancient buildings that appeared to 
have existed forever. The traditional colours of the limed walls are so 
beautiful they had me sighing with pleasure.  

I saw marketplace water carriers; and a man carrying a rolled carpet 
effortlessly on his head. On YouTube there were some excellent examples 
of belly dancing and I learned that the art was originally created to help 
pregnant women prepare for birthing. Other fascinating moments included 
watching a long camel train, loaded with produce, depart on it’s regular 
desert crossing. Then YouTube had me driving for twenty minutes through 
a sand storm, (did you know you could do that?) With virtual sand in my 
shoes, I visited the great Merzouga desert and looked in awe at the 
spectacular Erg Chebbi dunes. 

As well as reading about Moroccan society, culture, and fashion I was 
grateful to the tourists who blog about their travel experiences, and post 
amazing photos online. All this made my virtual travel a fascinating 
experience and opened my eyes on a world I wouldn't otherwise have 
visited or known much about. 

With so many ideas to choose from, and four minutes of music to fill, it was 
difficult to decide which visual concepts to run with for my movie. Finally I 
used sand dunes, an oasis, and camels (of course) and then added ideas 
generated from traditional architecture and designs plus my visits to the 



markets. That may seem a lot to incorporate into a four minute movie but 
some animated sequences only last for a few seconds.   

Moving past the dunes and oasis I used Apple's Keynote drawing tools to 
capture the richness of Moroccan architecture and design in images that 
led the viewer past a panel of traditional wall-tiles and through an arched 
doorway that opened onto a market place. There I captured mint leaves 
and had them dancing into an engraved silver teapot. In the next sequence 
I combined the images of a handcrafted Moroccan knife, a rusted iron 
plate, mushrooms and mint leaves in an intricate a fast-paced animation 
that dissolved into a sequence using Tagine pots and spices, that were 
chosen for their shapes and delicious colours.  

Creating visual stories using Keynote and GarageBand is a stimulating 
hobby. Using the images available on the internet in a constructive way  to 
develop the movie 'Oasis' was an extremely satisfying project. Even now I 
can recall the effect of the endorphins that swamped my brain as the music 
and animation finally came together — and one day soon I may pack my 
bag for another virtual travel experience. 

Note: The short animation, "Oasis" , was shown at an AUSOM meeting 
some time ago, and is offered again (below) as a timely reminder that we 
can all still travel the world despite the COVID-19 lockdown.


